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Energy systems model 



Energy systems modelling

• Energy system modelling plays an important role in exploring possible 
energy system designs to meet our carbon reduction targets

• Picture Paris Agreement







Cost of wind and solar have gone done 
dramatically 
Since 2010 the cost of 
wind and solar power 
have dropped by 49%, 
85% respectively

Source: IRENA – Renewable Power Generation Costs in 2017



EU: up to 45% of generation from wind energy in 2050 (today 14%)



Social and environmental effects of 
renewables

Public acceptance of VREs is usually high on a 
national level;  but there are local socio-
environmental impacts and resistance



• UK/ Germany: onshore wind 
installations fell by nearly 80% in 
2018/2019

• Norway: stopped plans for a 
national wind power development 
framework

 Thus, socio-environmental constraints can strongly limit the capacity 
potentials affecting costs and political feasibilities of reaching the Paris 
Agreement. 

Very little work on representing social acceptance in energy system models
may lead to the design of solutions which are not publically and politically feasible
makes reaching long term decarbonisation targets more costly or impossible



UiO:Energi student summer project

• Maren Lervik (Law student): designed 
three scenarios of socio-environmental 
acceptability for onshore/offshore wind 
and solar energy

• Eline Maninno (Mathematics students): GIS 
analysis to determine the spatially 
dependent capacity potential per 
technology and scenario

• Forslag Nasjonal Ramme for Vindkraft: 13 
areas most suitable; 29000 km2 (7% of
land area)

. 



Social and environmental exclusion areas for 
onshore wind
• Neighbours: Buildings, Agglomerations, Cultural Heritage, Walking 

Routes, biking routes

• Fauna: Important Bird Areas, Important Areas for Biodiversity, Wild 
Reindeer Areas, Species of very important and important 
menagement interest

• Nature: Strict Nature Reserve (IUCN = 1a, 1b, II), Kystlinghei

• Sami Reindeer Herding: Migratory zones, All seasons grazing land, 
Concession permit regions, Expropriation areas, Grazing zones, 
Enclosed grazing sites, gathering sites 



Nature

High exclusion Low exclusion



Neighbours

High exclusion Low exclusion



Sami

High exclusion Low exclusion 



Use of these socially and environmentally 
informed scenarios in an energy system model

• To study their effect on energy system design and costs

• Previous study for the UK showed that low socio-environmental 
acceptance leads to 
 higher total energy system costs (+ 13% )

Different technology choices (more offshore wind, PV)

 Different spatial layout

Price, Zeyringer et al. 2018: Low carbon electricity systems for Great Britain 
in 2050: An energy-land-water perspective. Applied Energy



Going forward

• Net-zero, electrification social acceptance more important

• Are there any amelioration options and how to model them?

• How to capture location specific differences in social acceptance? 

• What about fairness, equity?

• Participatory modelling? 



Energy systems modelling: A need to include 
social aspects?
YES! Even more so in the future to plan for net-zero energy systems
Requiring highly interdisciplinary research

Marianne.zeyringer@its.uio.no



Thank you!





• Currently, onshore wind is one of the most competitive sources of 
new power generation capacity. Globally, the total installed costs of 
onshore wind fell by an average of 22% between 2010 and 2018, and 
declined by 6% in 2018 compared to 2017 (Figure 10), notably as 
deployment in China and India grew, given their relatively low-cost 
structures (IRENA, 2019c). The total installed cost is expected to drop 
further in the next three decades, reaching an average range of 
USD 800 to 1 350/kW by 2030 and USD 650 to 1 000/kW by 20506 
compared to current average levels of USD 1 497/kW in 2018.

Going forward



From an investment perspective Germany, France, Denmark, 
Spain, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Poland and Ireland would remain 
the top wind markets, where the largest share of new 
installations would take place.



Improvements in technology and manufacturing processes, 
regional manufacturing facilities and competitive supply chains 
are all putting downward pressure on turbine prices. In 2018, 
with the exception ofChina andIndia, average 
turbinepriceswerebetween USD 790 and USD 900/kW 
depending on their size, down from between USD 910 and 
USD 1 050/kW in 2017 (IRENA, 2019c). For onshore wind farms 
installed in 2018, the country-specific average total installed 
costs were around USD 1 170/ kW in China, 1 200/ kW in India, 
USD 1 660/kW in the US, USD 1 820/ kW in Brazil, USD 1 830/kW 
in Germany, USD 1 870/ kW in France and USD 2 030/kW in the 
UK (Figure 11) (IRENA, 2019c).



Globally, the total installation cost of onshore wind projects 
would continue to decline dramatically in the next three 
decades, averaging in the range of USD 800 to 1 350/kW by 
2030 and USD 650 to 1 000/kW by 2050, compared to the 
average of USD 1 497/kW in 2018. 

ONSHORE WIND WOULD BE ONE OF THE CHEAPEST 
GENERATING SOURCES The levelised cost of electricity for 
onshore wind is already competitive now compared to all 
generation sources (including fossil fuels) and is expected to 
decline further in the coming decades, falling within the range 
of USD 0.03 to 0.05/kWh by 2030 and USD 0.02 to 0.03/kWh by 
2050.



BUT!!! Social Acceptance

• National ramme for wind stopped what does this mean for future 
of wind power development?

• No new wind 

According to the German government's long-term plan, renewable energy is supposed to account for at least 65% of the country's electricity needs by 2030 — up from about 44% today. Wind energy, which

However, Germany's wind sector is in "deep trouble," Brussels-based trade group WindEurope noted recently, and its chief executive Giles Dickson said: "The main problem is permissions. It's got much slower, more complex, and there aren't enough civil se

https://www.dw.com/en/german-wind-energy-stalls-amid-public-resistance-and-regulatory-hurdles/a-50280676
https://www.dw.com/en/german-wind-energy-stalls-amid-public-resistance-and-regulatory-hurdles/a-50280676


How to reach net zero energy systems which are 
socially accepted and thus represent the real 
world
• UK case study:



• Norway? 

• Summer project at UiO: Energi: Law student and Mathematics 
student

How does the capacity look like 



Results Map


